
The Best-Kept Secret in Medicine Reveals that the Simple Act of 

Breathing Could Cure You. 

 

✓ No harmful side-effects 

✓ Painless, safe, and simple 

✓ Succeeds where alternatives fail 

 

I’m glad you’re here.  

There’s a simple truth that we all know… 

The air we breathe is essential. Without oxygen, there is no life. 

Did you know that oxygen is your main energy source? Every single cell needs enough of 

this life-giving gas for normal function. 

Oxygen is also key to healing. 

Specialist doctors use oxygen chambers to treat “the bends” in scuba divers who surface too 

quickly.  

These chambers provide hyperbaric oxygen therapy, abbreviated to HBOT. The pressurized 

oxygen has two essential actions: 

➢ Firstly, it forces dangerous nitrogen bubbles from the blood and tissues. 

➢ Secondly, the oxygen assists the body to repair damaged cells. 

 

So, where’s the link? Even if you’re not a scuba 

dive, you can benefit from one of nature’s most 

powerful healers.  

 

Oxygen therapy can help everyone.  

 

Scientists have been using oxygen therapy for 

hundreds of years, and hyperbaric chambers have 

been around since the1890’s. 

However, it is only during the past few decades that 

doctors have realized the full potential of HBOT, not 

just for scuba divers. They’ve used it with enormous 

success to treat many health issues. 

Previously life-threatening gas gangrene could now 

be treated successfully with hyperbaric oxygen. 

Further work identified HBOT as a candidate for 

treating a wide range of severe and deadly 

conditions.  



HBOT has an incredible healing effect on many conditions including: 

✓ Asthma 

✓ Arthritis 

✓ Burns 

✓ Cancer 

✓ Cardiovascular problems like angina, heart failure, or heart attacks 

✓ Crohn’s disease 

✓ Dementia 

✓ Diabetic ulcers 

✓ Epilepsy  

✓ Fibromyalgia  

✓ Migraines 

✓ Multiple sclerosis 

✓ Parkinson’s disease  

✓ Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 

✓ Stroke  

✓ Traumatic brain injuries 

✓ Vision loss  

✓ Wounds 

✓ And many more medical problems 

Don’t just take my word for it. Researchers in hundreds of scientific studies identify 

HBOT as effective, safe, and proven alternative to drugs and surgeries. 

 

If HBOT is a Miracle Cure, Why Is it Such a Secret? 

It’s true, even today, HBOT is one of the best-kept medical secrets. Medical schools don’t 

teach doctors about it and hospitals don’t promote it. 

Why?  

It doesn’t make sense to you or I! The cold, hard, fact is that if patients are cured without 

drugs, surgeries, and other costly and invasive procedures, healthcare providers would lose 

money.  

The big healthcare establishment refuses to accept proof that HBOT works. Studies are 

overlooked or labelled as quackery. 

Currently, the FDA has officially recognized HBOT for just 13 conditions. By comparison, the 

Japanese Society of Hyperbaric Medicine, the largest in the world, approves HBOT as a 

necessary standard of care for countless issues. 

It’s not right.  

And Dr. John Hope agrees. He knows that HBOT benefits people who are ill or injured, and 

he wants you to know the truth.  

Dr. John Hope, M.D., is a doctor of natural medicine and author of 

17 best-selling books. 



In his new book, The Oxygen Miracle, Dr. Hope explores the remarkable benefits we can all 

claim from oxygen therapy, from detoxification for wellbeing to treatments for arthritis, aging, 

and even cancer. 

In his groundbreaking book, Dr. Hope looks at the nature of oxygen and why it’s essential in 

the body. He then tells us how oxygen can reverse the action of damaging inflammation. Dr. 

Hope even offers simple at-home techniques to maximise the miracle of oxygen and bring 

you the benefits of a healthier life. 

Big-pharma and the entire medical industry want to keep the secret of HBOT close to their 

chests. They know that oxygen can’t be patented, and we are all free to use it. So, without 

any profit, the industry buries the facts.  

The Oxygen Miracle teaches you life-altering facts that can boost your health and curb your 

dependence on drugs and traditional medicine to heal you. 

Dr. Hope is a board-certified physician and expert in hyperbaric medicine. His experience 

spans conditions from brain injuries, Lyme disease, multiple sclerosis, and many other life-

changing conditions. 

To help as many people as he can, Dr. Hope has distilled his decades of knowledge and 

experience into his industry disrupting book The Oxygen Miracle. 

This book outlines how oxygen therapy can improve or completely cure more than 100 

worrying health conditions. Is your problem on the list? 

Remember, it might seem too good to be true, but HBOT is scientifically proven. 

 

How Does Oxygen Work its Miracles? 

When someone enters the HBOT pressurized hyperbaric chamber, they breath 100% 

oxygen under pressure. Compare this to the normal air we breathe that’s around just 21% 

oxygen. 

Through the lungs, the oxygen travels to the red blood cells, which, in-turn, circulate 

throughout the body in the blood vessels, providing oxygen that permeates into every tissue, 

muscle, lymphatic, and cerebral fluids. 

When the oxygen is pressurized, your body can use as much as it needs to heal injuries, or 

other conditions. 

HBOT works in the cells, in the very foundation of our health 

 

Witness The Oxygen Miracle for Yourself 

In many ways, oxygen therapy is breathtakingly simple. Dr. Hope wants you to understand 

how you can benefit from this incredible therapy, either as HBOT or through breathing 

exercises. 

Dr. Hope wants to spread the message to as many people as possible, so incredibly, he is 

offering a completely complimentary copy of his hot-off-the-press book. 

 



Here’s a quick peek of what your copy of The Oxygen Miracle contains: 

✓ See if HBOT could benefit you or a loved one 

✓ Learn how long a HBOT session lasts and how many treatments you could need 

✓ Find a list of conditions often covered by health insurance and Medicare  

✓ Use a loaded resource section to find HBOT clinics, hospitals, and doctors near you 

✓ What you need to know about the few side-effects 

✓ Learn if you should have brain or body imaging as part of your HBOT treatment 

✓ Understand why bypass or heart surgery patients could benefit from HBOT 

✓ Read the list of HBOT research studies from leading medical journals 

✓ Heal with special breathing exercises that harness natural oxygen 

✓ And much more 

 

Your Complimentary Copy of The Oxygen Miracle Has Been 

Reserved  

Dr. Hope wants to offer you healing and good health. Nature has given us the miracle of 

oxygen and Dr. Hope offers you the understanding and clarity to harness this incredible gift. 

The Oxygen Miracle is 300 pages of wisdom, which retails for $19.99. Right now, Dr. Hope 

has arranged to ship The Oxygen Miracle to you right away. All you need do is cover a 

small $4.95 fee to defray shipping costs. 

To receive your free copy of The Oxygen Miracle, click the link below now. It’s your right to 

know about this secret medical miracle. 

 

Claim Your FREE Copy of The Oxygen Miracle Now, With This 

Special Offer! 

(Only Pay $4.95 Shipping Charge) 

In Addition to Your FREE Book, You Will Also Receive This Bonus 

As part of this incredible offer, along with your book The Oxygen Cure, you will also receive: 

 

✓ A FREE 3-Month subscription to our publication Today’s Health, which normally 

retails at $9.99 each month! 

✓ Read stories, research, and news that are essential to your good health 

✓ Learn about naturopathic medicine treatments that offer hope to those unable to find 

help elsewhere 

✓ Enjoy interviews from guest medical experts, who will help you fight or prevent 

common health conditions. 

Today’s Health is jam-packed with tips, tricks, and strategies to help you navigate the 

medical industry.  

Add years of robust health to your life! 

There’s NO obligation to continue with Today’s Health. Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 



Don’t wait for conventional medicine to finally catch up with the miracle that is oxygen. 

The answer to your worrying health issues that overshadow your life could be at your 

fingertips. With The Oxygen Miracle, the cure is as simple as breathing. 

Claim your FREE gift copy of The Oxygen Miracle (a $19.99 value) immediately, while we 

still have copies in stock. They won’t last. 

 

To Your Best Health, 

 

Dr. John Hope 

➔ YES! I want my own FREE copy of the book The Oxygen Miracle by Doctor John 

Hope. I only need cover a $4.95 shipping fee. Plus, I also receive a 3-month trial 

subscription to Today’s Health. 

 


